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Contemporary female folk rock with and edge. Eclectic acoustic and electric guitar arrangements with

earthy pads and beats surround powerful and melodic lyrics. Captivating female lead vocals

complimented with male vocal harmonies. 17 songs and a 20 page 17 MP3 Songs FOLK: Folk Pop,

ROCK: Folk Rock Details: For the past twelve years or so, Floyd Murray of "Jukebox Inc." has delighted

audiences at Clubs and Night Spots throughout the state of New Jersey and parts of New York. Floyd

uses the latest digital technology to enhance his electric and acoustic guitar/vocal renditions of classic,

contemporary, and original music. Nearly eight years ago, Floyd joined forces with veteran

vocalist/songwriter Jody Joseph. Jody has performed locally for over sixteen years and has toured

nationally. She has appeared on the Howard Stern Show, and has recently been signed to a major

Artist/Publishing deal with Warner Brothers, releasing her 13 song original CD titled: "The Only Way Out

Is Through", which Floyd co-wrote and performed on. Jody's voice is powerful yet sweet, and her

performances are captivating. Floyd's guitar work is incredible, and his vocal harmonies with Jody provide

for a very slick vocal texture. The accumulative experience and talent of these two artists has emerged

into a diverse musical act that is fresh, energetic, and quite obviously from the heart. This power duo

performs five nights a week all over the state of New Jersey and New York, and audiences just love them.

Besides their musical talent, their interaction with audiences... something they call "audience

participation", ads an element of fun and excitement that brings people back to see them time and time

again. Jody  Floyd continuously focus on writing and recording their original material in order to release it

to the masses, while still performing on a continual basis. Their writing styles are quite different as

admitted by both Jody and Floyd. In combining the two different styles, their musical collaborations seem

to coalesce into a unique hybrid of music that is fresh, exciting, and accessible to a wide range of
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listeners. It is easy to relate to their lyrics as the music alluringly draws you in. As they put it : "Our music

is from the heart... to the heart." "Black  White", Jody  Floyd's latest release, contains 17 songs and a 20

page booklet with personalized artwotk and lyrics.
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